The Lives of Dancers: Marie Sallé to Gelsey Kirkland

At the end of eighth grade, as my family was piling into the car for a two week road-trip from Seattle, Washington to Chautauqua, New York, my mom handed me a copy of Gelsey Kirkland's autobiography Dancing on my Grave. I devoured the book over the first few days of the trip, reading it at least once more before we arrived at our destination. It was Gelsey’s world of Balanchine and Baryshnikov that inspired me to return to dancing that summer, after a two year hiatus. Having been enrolled at Pacific Northwest Ballet School at the age of eight, I had spent several years training pre-professional before I quit—which I did more out of teenage apathy than real disinterest. But once entranced by Gelsey, in addition to returning to my dance training with the intense focus I had lacked before, I also developed an intense hunger to learn all that I could about ballet. For the next few years, although I spent my afternoons in the ballet studio, I spent most of my other waking moments—on the school bus, in school, at home in bed—absorbed in the ballet culture of New York of the 1970s and 80s.

As my exposure to the ballet repertory increased, my interests broadened and I found myself reading about Diaghilev's Ballets Russes and Marius Petipa's ballets in late Imperial Russia. Later, as the director of the University of Chicago’s undergraduate ballet company, I found myself digging through the library for details regarding forgotten plotlines, strange choreographic variants, and background information for program notes. Eventually I found myself writing a thesis on Nijinsky’s L’après-midi d’un faune, and today I am writing a dissertation on eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century ballet practices. But the ballet biographies I began with are still closest to my heart. When I lose focus, I return to Gelsey’s New York. Over the last fifteen years, this collection has grown and evolved. Although it mainly
contains biographies of ballerinas and a handful of female choreographers, it has grown to contain books on male figures as well, especially those of special importance such as Balanchine, Baryshnikov, and Nureyev. Although my library also contains a great deal of secondary literature on these dancers and their work, I have chosen here to stay as close as possible to my original interest—their lives.

Of great interest to me are both of Kirkland’s books, *Dancing on My Grave*, and *The Shape of Love*, the two books that initially drove me to begin the collection. Although the latter is often dismissed because it was less of a sensation than *Dancing on my Grave*, it describes in depth Kirkland’s detailed approach to character development in ballets, lending insight to her Stanislavskian staging method. It is also bears personal importance to me, given that I read it for a second time while staging *The Sleeping Beauty*, a ballet Kirkland treats in great detail, and again for Kirkland’s acting advice while rehearsing the principal role of Medora in *Le Corsaire*. Additionally, the most recent extension of my collection—the original (and only) editions of the biographies of three eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French ballerinas—is also of special interest. These three books represent the nexus where my academic and personal interests meet. Furthermore, my copy of *Une Danseuse de l’Opéra sous Louis XIV: Mlle Sallé (1707-1756)* *D’après des documents inédits* is especially noteworthy, for it previously belonged to choreographer and Joffrey Ballet founder Robert Joffrey.

As I continue to build my collection, I hope to focus on filling the gaps in my biographies of American ballerinas. I would also like to extend my collection to include additional early twentieth-century biographies of earlier dancers, as, first of all, many of these dancers have not received biographical treatment since, and second, they provide a unique historical perspective for understanding national culture in France through dance around this time.
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